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Women at Work
When you RSVP ...

Janine’s Secrets
The ‘catwalk’

GWII’s second event for the year was held on the 14th of May 2014
at Innovation House, Randburg. The event was kindly sponsored
by Innovation Group and Aquarius Underwriting Managers (AUM).
The knowhow of make up
This event was somewhat different than our previous events as
members were treated to a whole different type of education.
Make-up artists from Bobby Brown Cosmetics were there to give
advice and show the ladies how to change daytime make-up to
evening make-up in a flash. Drew Schnehage from AUM was our make-up model and we all
were pretty amazed with the results. Each lady received a gift and a voucher for a free make-up
lesson at any Bobby Brown store. Thank you Bobby Brown Cosmetics!
For the office to the cat walk
Janine Starkey from House of Janine gave us tips on how to dress for your body shape. The
fun part was our very own GWII members were used as the models on the cat walk. These
ladies volunteered beforehand to be models and thoroughly enjoyed themselves before the
show, getting ready and during the show with showing off the beautiful clothing collection from
Stuttafords International.
Janine also gave away three gift hampers from Sensai, MatsiMela AND Prestige Perfumes with
compliments from HUGO BOSS. A big thank you to House of Janine!

Prize giving always remains tops
Six ladies walked away with lucky draw prizes, of which three were spa vouchers from Life Day
Spa – Rosebank, compliments of Praesidio Risk Managers, a one carat Tanzanite from Gem &
Jewel and a two night stay for two people sharing, including three meals and two game drives,
at Mabula Game Lodge, compliments of SATIB.
Rounding off with some networking
There was enough time for the ladies to network and chat while having snacks and something
to drink. GWII members could leisurely discuss everything they learnt about makeup and
corporate dressing, as well as catch up with industry colleagues.
Charities always win with GWII members
The ‘entrance fee goodies’ will be donated to Ikholwa, Hope for our Children. Thank you for the
awesome donations. Insure Group also never ceases to amaze us as they once again gave
R10 000 cash donation for the charity.
A word of thanks
We also want to thank each and every person who attended and contributed to the event. A
special thanks to our sponsors Innovation Group, Aquarius Underwriting Managers, Emerald,
Willis, Anglo American, JLT, Arch Underwriters, FAnews, Insure Group for our photographer and
Bobby Brown Cosmetics for the goody bags and vouchers. A special word of thanks goes to
SHA for ensuring that, if we had any mishaps, we were insured.
For more information on any of the sponsors, charity or should you wish to join GWII, please
contact Odea at admin@gwii.co.za.

At the GWII Women at Work event Janine Starkey from House of Janine
shared her five secrets to dressing. If you follow these basic rules, you cannot
go wrong when you get dressed for work or play.
1. The more positive flesh you show the skinnier
you look – forearms, legs to the knee and of course
the décolleté
2. Do not cover a flaw – flatter it! Panel lines and
darts are in garments to create shape – remember
shape is everything
3. The waistline must be showcased NOT
emphasised
4. Always wear colour close to your face,
your face is what sells – colour is our
best selling tool
5. Hemlines should be wider than the
widest part of your body – now this is
not literally, however, remember if you
want to make your hipline smaller then bootlegs /
A-lines is the answer

During the GWII Women at Work event
the consultants from House of Janine
used some of our very own GWII
members to show us what to wear and
how to wear it.

These ladies looked
stunning for the ‘catwalk’

A personal note from the GWII
Committee
One of the many reasons why women
join GWII is because of the networking
opportunities we create for them.
Something very close to the heart of
each GWII committee member is the
issue around non-attendance after a
member has RSVP’ed. When space is
limited, and people who RSVP’ed do
not arrive, when the space could have
been allocated to someone else, we
find it very rude indeed. We believe
that there is etiquette around this
issue and we would just like to remind
everyone how to handle the situation if
you cannot attend a function after
committing to attend, because we
know that life sometime happens…

Whether you are attending a business

function, wedding, baby shower or any
other event good etiquette is expected of
everyone, but this is especially true for
business events. Not everyone is
completely at ease with knowing whether
they are conveying proper business
etiquette to corporate hosts, colleagues
and other guests.
The purpose of etiquette is to create an
environment that allows everyone to feel
comfortable.
GWII would like to share a few guidelines
with you, as our members, with regard to
the etiquette to follow when you get an
invite to attend an event. We do this just
because it is so close to our hearts,
Event invitations will provide most of the
important information of an event, including
details about the host, type of event,
purpose, location, time, specific
instructions, and the RSVP.
(continued on next page)

Responding to an RSVP
It is important for guests to respond quickly
when they receive an invitation, and it’s best
to respond within a week.
Reply to an RSVP in the manner indicated
on the invitation.
Changing your RSVP answer from a ‘yes’
to a ‘no’ is only acceptable on account of:
illness or injury, a death in the family or an
unavoidable professional or business
conflict.
Not showing up for an event after
responding that you will be attending is
unacceptable.
Changing your RSVP from a ‘no’ to a ‘yes’
is OK only if it will not upset the hosts’
arrangements
Don’t even ask the question: “May I
bring…”An invitation is extended to the
people the hosts want to invite—and no one
else.
Dresscode
Hosts and guests err on the side of
conservative sensibility: dress well and in
good taste (everything should always be
pressed). That said, most event invitations
will provide direction on how to dress.
Arrival
The event host spends significant time and
resources to plan and execute an event, be
on time!
Do’s and dont’s for conversations
It’s important to have strong listening and
conversation skills in group situations.
This means maintaining open body
language (stand up or sit up straight, don’t
cross arms, and maintain good eye contact)
and showing interest in what others have to
say.

Contribute to conversations by being able to
speak to a variety of subjects, find topics of
mutual interest and avoid correcting what
others have to say. Make sure to involve
everyone in the group in the discussion (and
not just one or two). Encourage people to
talk about themselves, and be graceful when
providing and/or accepting compliments.
Avoid the use of foul language and slang in
conversations.
Don’t discuss personal finances, personal
health, and do not gossip
What other business etiquette rules should
be kept in mind?
Make a point to meet two or three new
people, don’t talk only to people you know.
Research the event topic and venue before
arriving.
Thank the host in person prior to leaving.
For smaller events, where there is less
than 100 guests, send a “thank you” note to
the host.

Etiquette is based on ethics.
Showing appreciation, being warm
to people and welcoming them is a
big deal at these events. It’s
important to honor them while being
authentic. Most of all – enjoy
yourself!

Resources:
Ann C. Humphries – Power to change
www.emilypost.com
http://etiquette.about.com/od/Notes/a/RsvpEtiquette.htm

Your body language shapes who you are
http://www.ted.com/talks/amy_cuddy_your_body_language_shapes_who_you_are

Body language affects how others see
us, but it may also change how we see
ourselves.
Power. It's that intangible thing that so
many people strive for. For some people,
feeling a sense of control -- over
themselves, others, situations or all of the
above -- is a natural thing. For others, it
doesn't come as easy.
In her TEDTalk, social psychologist Amy
Cuddy shares an easy way that anyone
can change not only others' perceptions of
them, but the way they feel about
themselves -- spending two minutes
"power posing" with their arms or elbows
out, their chin lifted and their posture
expansive. Cuddy's research, done in
collaboration with Dana Carney, has shown
that adopting the body language
associated with dominance for just 120
seconds is enough to create a 20 percent
increase in testosterone and a 25 percent
decrease in the stress hormone cortisol. In
other words, adopting these postures
makes a person feel more powerful.
But for those who already project power
and competence to the world through their
bodies, there is another, perhaps harder
challenge: communicating warmth.
In October, Cuddy sat down for a Q&A with
the TED Blog and made a truly fascinating
point: that many leaders focus so much on
demonstrating power and competence that
they fail to communicate warmth and
trustworthiness. And as Cuddy explains,
warmth may actually be a truer, deeper
source of power to begin with.

Says Cuddy, "You must understand the
people you're trying to influence or lead by
building trust first before demonstrating
competence and power. You must be able
to show them that you understand them -and, better yet, that you can relate to them.
By doing that, you're laying the groundwork
for trust. And it's only then that they can
really hear you and be open to your ideas.
Trust is the conduit for influence; it's the
medium through which ideas travel. If they
don't trust you, your ideas are just dead in
the water. If they trust you, they're open
and they can hear what you're offering.
Having the best idea is worth nothing if
people don't trust you.

You want to feel that
you have the power to
bring your full, spirited
self to the situation,
stripped of the fears
and inhibitions that
might typically hold you
back

Your body language shapes who you are (continues)
It's not uncommon for people to overvalue
the importance of demonstrating their
competence and power, often at the expense
of demonstrating their warmth. I think it's
especially common for people striving for
leadership positions -- in politics, business,
law, medicine... you name it. Too many
people try to be the smartest guy in the room
-- the alpha -- and that's not actually how you
become persuasive or become a good
leader. It's a mistake. People judge
trustworthiness before competence. They
make inferences of trustworthiness and
warmth before competence and power. And
the reason is that it answers the question, "Is
this person friend or foe?" With a stranger,
you first want to know what their intentions
are toward you, and then you want to know,
"Can they carry out those intentions?" You
have to connect with people and build trust
before you can influence or lead them.
Women -- Hillary Clinton, for example -- have
faced a kind of treacherous double bind
when it comes to being seen as both
competent AND warm. Women are much
more likely than men to be seen as high on
one dimension and low on the other (the
sweet, incompetent, fragile, feminine woman
vs. the strong, cruel, inhuman, masculine
woman who doesn't have a heart). I do quite
a bit of research on this phenomenon, and I
could talk for hours to this point. Women in
the public eye are really penalized for
deviations from what society has prescribed
for them -- which is usually to be a warm, soft
caretaker -- and they have to work doubletime to manage that. It's pretty unfair.
But to come back to this point: People make
the mistake of over-weighing the importance
of expressing strength and competence, at
the expense of expressing warmth and
trustworthiness. I know this may seem to
contradict what I say about power posing, but
it absolutely doesn't. It's really important to
separate what you do before the interaction,
from what you do during the interaction.

You want to feel powerful going in -- but that
does not equal dominant or alpha. You want to
feel that you have the power to bring your full,
spirited self to the situation, stripped of the
fears and inhibitions that might typically hold
you back. I believe this allows you not just to
be stronger, but also to be more open and
trusting. But nonverbally displaying power
during the interaction -- now that's another
thing with different prescriptions and
outcomes. I'm definitely not an advocate, as I
think I've made clear by now, of going in and
power posing in front of people in order to
intimidate them. Yes, use strong, open
nonverbals: Don't slouch or make yourself
small, and be as big as you can comfortably
be. But don't use alpha cowboy moves, like
sitting with legs apart and your arm draped
over the back of the chair next to you. That can
directly undermine the trust you need to build.
So I think it's more interesting, especially when
watching leaders, to look for warmth and
trustworthiness nonverbals. Look for natural
smiles, for body language that is inviting,
positive, and that signals interest in the other
person or people. Even a gentle touch -- one
that's appropriate, of course -- like when one
candidate gently touches the other on the
shoulder. A nice, relatively recent example is
watching Obama when he sings the first little
bit of the Al Green song "Let's Stay Together."
Not only does he have a surprisingly good
voice, but when I watch people watch him
break into that big smile, I watch them melt -- I
watch them warm up as they're watching him.
It's contagious and hard to avoid. Obama has
become pretty good nonverbally on both
dimensions, although I think his ability to
convey warmth has gotten much better as he's
become more relaxed. You see more of those
natural smiles. He comes across as strong
without seeming like an over-aggressive alpha.
And I think he knows when it's time to be really
powerful nonverbally, and when it's time to play
it down a little bit.

Join us on Linkedin for these and more discussions

Join us on Facebook
for more inspiration
and news

